We present femtosecond broadband transient absorption experiments for the investigation of the carrier dynamics in the organolead trihalide perovskite CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 . The perovskite was prepared on a mesoporous TiO 2 scaffold either by 1-step deposition from solution or by 2-step methods employing deposition of lead iodide followed by an on-surface reaction with methylammonium 10 iodide. The thin films were characterized by XRD and FTIR chemical mapping. After pumping with an ultrashort laser pulse at 400 or 500 nm, the dynamics were monitored by a broadband supercontinuum reaching from the near IR (920 nm) into the UV. Specifically, the usage of quartz substrates and thin perovskite/TiO 2 films enabled us to cover the spectral development down to 320 nm. The charge carrier dynamics were largely independent from the specific route of 15 perovskite preparation: Initial ultrafast carrier relaxation steps with time constants τ CC and τ COP of < 0.08, 0.2 and 2.6 ps were assigned to carrier-carrier and carrier -optical phonon scattering. Pronounced sub-band-gap absorption was found in the near IR at early times. Transient carrier temperatures were extracted from a Boltzmann fit to the blue wing of the photobleach band in the time range 0.2-700 ps, allowing us to distinguish between the decay of acoustic phonons (τ AP = 50 20 and > 1000 ps) and Auger recombination (τ AR = 9, 75 and 450 ps). Carrier relaxation was accompanied by formation of an absorption band around 550 nm, with a characteristic structure assignable to a transient Stark effect, i.e. a red-shift of the perovskite spectrum due to the appearance of a directed electric field in the material and possibly additional influence of lattice heating. We observed a substantial Stokes shift between the relaxed photobleach and 25 photoluminescence bands. Contributions of unreacted PbI 2 to the transient absorption features appear to be negligible. 75 
Introduction
Organolead trihalide perovskites, such as CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , have emerged as a highly promising class of solar cell materials 30 currently reaching power conversion efficiencies of ca. 20 %. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Implementations include (a) perovskite-sensitized solar cells (PSCs), where the perovskite absorber formally substitutes the organic dye of a classical dye-sensitized solar cell, 6, 7 (b) meso-superstructured solar cells (MSCs), where the 35 TiO 2 is replaced by insulating Al 2 O 3 and the latter merely acts as a mesoporous scaffold, 7, 8 and (c) planar heterojunction perovskite solar cells, where a vapor-or solution-deposited perovskite layer takes over light absorption, charge separation as well as electron and hole transport. 1, 6, 9, 10 To fully 40 understand the exceptional light-harvesting properties of such perovskite arrangements, a thorough investigation of their charge carrier dynamics after photoexcitation is required. Particularly powerful in this respect are time-resolved photoluminescence and ultrafast transient absorption 45 techniques. 6, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Here, we present an investigation of the prototypical hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 on a mesoporous TiO 2 layer. We put a particular emphasis on the following aspects: (a) different preparation procedures of the perovskite 50 and their implication for its ultrafast carrier dynamics, (b) the spectral dynamics below and above the band edge at 1.6 eV, where we find a pronounced Stokes shift as well as distinct transient sub-band-gap absorption and photobleach features, and (c) the transient optical response of the perovskite down 55 to the deeper UV region which enables us to extract time constants for carrier scattering processes and time-dependent carrier temperatures. It also unveils a red-shift of the complete perovskite absorption spectrum after photoexcitation. The perovskite studies are complemented by transient absorption 60 experiments for lead iodide on mesoporous TiO 2 to investigate a possible influence of unreacted PbI 2 on the dynamics. In all cases, monitoring of the optical response from below up to far above the band-gap is made possible by employing multifilament supercontinuum probing covering the 65 particularly wide spectral range 320-920 nm.
Experimental
Perovskite/TiO 2 and PbI 2 /TiO 2 thin films with a thickness of ca. 200-300 nm were prepared on glass and quartz substrates. Three different methods of preparation were employed for the 70 perovskite CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , by adapting different synthesis routes from literature: [17] [18] [19] [20] (A) 1-step deposition of a "perovskite solution", (B) 2-step deposition employing consecutive spin-and dip-coating steps of PbI 2 and methylammonium iodide (MAI) solutions (DSSD = Double-coating steps of PbI 2 and MAI solutions (DSDS = Double-Step Double-Spin). The perovskite samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), specular reflectance FTIR spectroscopy/mapping, optical microscopy in the visible range, steady-state UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy 5 and steady-state photoluminescence spectroscopy. The timeresolved transient absorption spectra of the perovskite and PbI 2 samples in the UV-Vis-NIR range after excitation at 400, 495 and 500 nm were recorded using the pumpsupercontinuum probe (PSCP) method, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Full details are 10 provided in the ESI.
Results and discussion

XRD patterns and FTIR spectra of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3
Perovskite samples prepared by the 1-step, 2-step (DSSD) and 2-step (DSDS) methods were investigated by X-ray 15 diffraction and the corresponding patterns are shown in the ESI (Fig. S1 ). All characteristic peaks of the perovskite were clearly observed, confirming that tetragonal CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 had formed. 17, 18, 20, 28 For the 1-step sample, additional peaks from PbI 2 at ca. 12.7° and 39.6° were found, possibly due to 20 incomplete reaction. Although an equimolar ratio of precursors was used, the filtering step prior to spin-coating might be the reason for this. As will be shown below, there is however no visible influence of PbI 2 in the optical measurements, neither in the steady-state nor in the transient 25 absorption experiments.
In Fig. 1 , we present in-situ specular reflectance FTIR spectra of MAI (A) and CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 (B) deposited on a TiO 2 /glass substrate. We focus on fingerprint bands of the methylammonium cation above 1250 cm -1 , starting with the 30 MAI reference sample in (A). The spectrum is in very good agreement with IR spectra reported by Cabana et al. for an α'phase thin film of MAI. 29 Sharp peaks are located at 1491 cm -1 (symmetric NH 3 + bending) and 1406 cm -1 (symmetric CH 3 bending). The peak at 1561 cm -1 is due to asymmetric 35 NH 3 + bending. The broad band with a maximum at 3092 cm -1 and an additional peak at 2962 cm -1 is due to NH 3 + and CH 3 stretching vibrations and further broadened likely because of hydrogen-bonding, crystal splittings and Fermi-resonance. 29 The shoulder-like feature which tails off toward 2200 cm -1 , is 40 mainly composed of combination bands, for a detailed assignment see ref. 29 .
For the perovskite sample (B) (see also the photograph), the symmetric NH 3 + bending mode of CH 3 NH 3 + is slightly redshifted (1471 cm -1 ) and broadened. According to Yamamuro et al., broadening could be due to rapid reorientation of the cation around its CN axis. 30 The peak assigned to the asymmetric NH 3 + bending mode has practically disappeared, and the peak observed at 1406 cm -1 is just visible as a weak shoulder. The width of the NH 3 + and 50 CH 3 stretching region (2900-3200 cm -1 ) is narrower, and the long "tail" of combination bands observed for the MAI thin film is not seen. We note that our spectrum differs from the previously published FTIR spectrum of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 in a KBr pellet obtained by Jeon et al., 31 in the region above 3300 cm -1 . 55 We do not see a distinct additional band at 3450 cm -1 , in agreement with our spectrum of MAI. As expected, no IR absorption peaks were observed for a PbI 2 reference sample spin-coated on TiO 2 /glass in the wavenumber range above 1250 cm -1 investigated here, 60 because phonon modes for this heavy-atom system are all located below 150 cm -1 . [32] [33] [34] We also performed chemical mapping of the perovskite thin film structure by FTIR spectroscopy using the integral of the 2900-3400 cm -1 fingerprint band in Fig. 1(B) to obtain an 65 overview of the thin film morphology. We used a 16×16 grid with 20 µm step size where each mapping point sampled a diameter of roughly 20 µm. Results are shown in Fig. 1 (C) (an optical microscope picture is shown in (D), see ESI for more pictures). The standard deviation of the IR optical density 70 (OD) in this area is about 12 %. We see connected islands of higher OD regions which correlate with structures seen on previous SEM images of such perovskite thin films. 28 In the time-resolved experiments reported below, we employ a 120 µm diameter probe beam and also move the sample constantly 75 within a typical area of 2×2 mm 2 . The results of the timeresolved experiments will therefore represent perovskite dynamics averaged over these different domains.
Steady-state absorption and photoluminescence
Steady-state absorption spectra of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 are presented 80 in Fig. 2 . The black solid line corresponds to the spectrum of perovskite prepared by the 1-step method on TiO 2 /glass. The red and green solid lines represent the spectra on TiO 2 /glass FTIR absorption spectra recorded in specular reflectance mode for (A) methylammonium iodide and (B) CH3NH3PbI3, both deposited on TiO2/glass. Spectra are obtained from a ca. 20 µm diameter spot and are normalized to the highest peak. The wavenumber of each peak is given on top of each spectrum. The photograph in (B) shows the complete perovskite sample on a 25 × 25 mm 2 substrate (DSDS method). In (C), the result of FTIR mapping of the 2900-3400 cm -1 band from (B) is shown for a 300 × 300 µm 2 thin film area. Individual OD values were scaled, so that the mean OD value over the whole area is unity. The picture of the thin film in (D) was taken with an optical microscope (whitelight illumination, transmission mode). and TiO 2 /quartz, respectively, obtained using 2-step preparation (DSDS and DSSD). Most importantly, the shape of the absorption spectra largely agrees. The remaining differences are due to the different scattering properties of each sample combined with the normalization procedure used 5 in Fig. 2 . Thus the specific preparation routes employed in the current experiments apparently have only a small influence on the resulting absorption properties of the material.
The spectra show a rather flat increase toward the UV, containing two characteristic features, a step at ca. 13100 cm -1 10 (1.6 eV, 763 nm) and a shoulder at ca. 21000 cm -1 (2.6 eV, 480 nm). The general shape of the absorption spectrum was successfully reproduced by calculations for the tetragonal perovskite structure of De Angelis and co-workers, 35, 36 with the low-energy step corresponding to the direct transition 15 between the valence band (VB) and the conduction band (CB) at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 .
The photoluminescence spectra, shown in Fig. 2 as black, red and green dotted lines, consist of a single, sharp emission band, approximately centered at the step of the band-gap 20 absorption, for TiO 2 /glass (1-step) at 13090 cm -1 (764 nm) with an FWHM of 770 cm -1 , for TiO 2 /glass (2-step, DSDS) at 13050 cm -1 (766 nm) with an FWHM of 700 cm -1 , and for TiO 2 /quartz (2-step, DSSD) at 13090 cm -1 (764 nm) with an FWHM of 820 cm -1 . The feature arises from radiative 25 electron-hole recombination at the edge of the VB and CB. The FWHM values are in excellent agreement with a simple estimate of 700 cm -1 at 296 K obtained from a line shape analysis according to ref. 37. 30 In Fig. 3 , we present broadband transient absorption spectra (365-770 nm) of perovskite/TiO 2 /glass prepared by the 1-step method. The pump wavelength of 500 nm produces charge carriers with an excess energy of 6900 cm -1 above the band gap (corresponding to E initial = 1.53·E bg ). Data in an interval of 35 ±20 nm around the center pump wavelength are not shown because of substantial pump-light scattering of the sample. The lower probe wavelength limit of ~365 nm is set by strong absorption of the perovskite/TiO 2 thin film.
Ultrafast perovskite dynamics after excitation at 500 nm
The spectral development around t = 0 is shown in the top 40 panel. A negative signal appears over the entire wavelength range. It arises from instantaneous photobleaching because electrons are excited from the valence band to the conduction band. In addition, one expects ultrafast carrier-carrier scattering which results in very fast initial spreading of holes 45 and electrons along the energy axis and thus an additional broadening of the bleach. 22, 38 There is a broad negative band appearing around 480 nm (partly obscured by the scattered pump light), and one notices the earliest portion of the buildup of a pronounced bleach band around 720 nm, i.e. near the 50 band edge of the perovskite. The process is assigned to the initial phase of carrier relaxation toward the band edge which is ultrafast (within the time resolution of our setup) due to 
Fig. 2
Steady-state absorption (solid lines) and photoluminescence spectra (dotted lines) of the perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 on a ca. 300 nm thick TiO2 nanoparticle film attached to different substrates. Black: 1step deposition of the perovskite on TiO2/glass. Red and green: 2-step deposition procedure on TiO2/glass (DSDS) and TiO2/quartz (DSSD), respectively. For an easier comparison, absorption spectra are set to Zero at 12000 cm -1 and normalized at 20000 cm -1 . Photoluminescence spectra are normalized at their maxima. efficient carrier-carrier and carrier -optical phonon scattering. 22, 38 The second panel shows the dynamics up to 1.6 ps. The bleach feature at 720 nm progressively increases due to bandfilling, 39 sharpens and shifts to the red. At the same time, the bleach below 660 nm decays, and one notices the appearance of an absorption feature in the range near 550 nm. We explain this process by carrier cooling due to mainly carrier-phonon scattering and also slower carrier-carrier scattering contributions. The absorption feature suggests the presence of 10 a local Stark field inducing a red-shift of the perovskite absorption spectrum, i.e. an extra absorption contribution in the ∆OD signal (see below). The shift is likely present already at earlier times but is overcompensated by the broad initial bleach. 15 In the third panel, the spectral development up to 10 ps is shown. The blue side of the bleach feature at 740 nm is further narrowing, and the absorption feature becomes more prominent and extends over the range 520-660 nm by 10 ps. These spectral changes are a clear sign of further cooling of 20 the photoexcited carriers. 37 At the same time, the bleach feature below 500 nm decays in a similar fashion.
In the bottom panel, the spectral dynamics are shown on longer timescales up to 700 ps. Notable are the combined decay of the bleach band (peak located at ca. 740 nm, black 25 line) to a constant value which cannot be described by a single exponential function. In agreement with previous studies, we ascribe this effect to Auger recombination, 12 which happens because of the relatively high initial carrier density. The decay is accompanied by a red-shift of the peak. 30 The shape of the spectrum, especially the broad absorption feature, deserves further discussion. It was previously assigned to absorption of a charge transfer state. 16 However, as will be demonstrated by several examples below, this feature likely originates from a red-shift of the whole 35 perovskite absorption band. Such an effect might result e.g. from a Stark effect, i.e. the buildup of a directed local electric field, 23, [40] [41] [42] [43] renormalization of electron and hole states by the transient carrier populations or from lattice heating. 22, 44 In such cases, the shape of the spectrum should bear some 40 features of the first derivative of the absorption spectrum (orange and green dotted lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 3,  respectively) . Indeed, the derivative shows positive amplitude over this spectral range, and this interpretation will be backed up by the spectral features in the experiments reported in the 45 sections below.
Spectral dynamics near the perovskite band edge
In the following, we highlight the ultrafast dynamics close to the perovskite band edge in more detail. We performed PSCP experiments covering the dynamics in the 520-920 nm range, 50 see Fig. 4 . The sample was again excited at 500 nm.
The first two panels show the build-up of the extended bleach feature which quickly converts into a pronounced peak. At the same, the peak shifts to the red (compare Sec. 3.3). Notably, there is a pronounced sub-band-gap absorption 55 extending at least out to 920 nm. It immediately forms upon photoexcitation. The ultrafast decay of the absorption correlates with the formation of the bleach peak. The subband-gap absorption feature of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 could result from band gap renormalization due to carrier exchange and 60 correlation effects, similarly to what was previously observed for GaAs: 45 The absorption band edge shifts to the red, once free carriers are generated. The dynamics in the bleach region are due to band-filling by relaxation of charge carriers toward the band edge. 65 In the third panel, the dynamics up to 45 ps are shown. The bleach feature further sharpens and shifts to the red, highlighting additional carrier cooling due to carrier-phonon and phonon-phonon scattering. The decay of the bleach is due to Auger recombination, as explained above. 70 In the bottom panel, we present the dynamics up to 700 ps. The bleach feature further shifts to the red and decays. After 700 ps, Auger recombination has ceased and the signal stays at a constant level. Notably, the width of the bleach feature (1270 cm -1 , black line at 100 ps) is wider than the width of the steady-state emission (SE) spectrum (760 cm -1 , blue dotted line), and its peak is also shifted further to the blue than the SE. We therefore believe that the negative feature in the PSCP spectra represents a superposition of a band-filling contribution at shorter wavelength and the Stokes-shifted 5 stimulated emission feature, the latter being partly canceled by a contribution from the Stark effect. The latter contribution may be again estimated by taking the first derivative (orangedotted line) of the steady-state absorption spectrum (green dotted line, inverted in Fig. 4 ). We see that the peak feature of 10 the derivative, is located at the same position as the SE, but has opposite sign. In addition, the Stark effect nicely explains the absorption feature below 600 nm: Here, the derivative has positive amplitude, and it even has the same slope as the PSCP spectra in these spectral regions. Therefore, this makes 15 the postulation of an excited complex undergoing charge transfer 16 unnecessary.
Perovskite dynamics upon 400 nm excitation
To investigate the dependence of the perovskite dynamics on initial excitation energy, we also carried out experiments at 20 the pump wavelength 400 nm (11900 cm -1 above the band gap, corresponding to E initial = 1.91·E bg ). In order to monitor the dynamics down to the shortest wavelengths possible, the perovskite layer was prepared on a TiO 2 /quartz substrate by the 2-step method (DSSD). This way the lower wavelength 25 limit can be extended down to 320 nm. PSCP spectra are shown in Fig. 5 .
The top panel shows the appearance of a broad bleach feature around zero delay time. The same characteristic bleach peak around 490 nm appears, as already seen in Fig. 3 for 30 excitation at 500 nm. However, the bleach band falls off more steeply toward the red than for 500 nm excitation. There is again a clear contribution of ultrafast carrier-carrier scattering (within the time-resolution of the setup) visible by the tail progressively extending toward the red (compare e.g. the 35 spectra at 0 and 0.1 ps). Upon excitation at 400 nm, carriers require a longer time to relax toward the band edge because of the additional excess energy.
Up to 1.8 ps (second panel), further carrier relaxation toward the band edge is observed, resulting in the build-up of 40 the bleach feature above 600 nm. Correspondingly, the bleach amplitude below 600 nm decays and absorption forms around 540 nm. Whereas reduction of the bleach at shorter wavelengths is partially due to the energy loss of the hot carriers due to carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering, 45 additional absorption contributions arise from the Stark effect, as further discussed below.
The carrier relaxation up to 10 ps is depicted in the third panel: The bleach feature shifts even further to the red and leaves the spectral window. The absorption feature rises and 50 extends from 500 to 660 nm by 10 ps. The bleach below 500 nm further decays in a non-uniform fashion suggesting that the region around 500 nm preferentially monitors carrier relaxation toward the band edge. The UV part of the spectrum is less affected, suggesting that in this region one 55 predominantly monitors Auger recombination of electrons and holes.
The bottom panel shows a uniform decay of the whole spectrum, with an isosbestic point at 500 nm (likely present also in Fig. 3 but in that case obscured by scattered light). 60 Therefore carrier relaxation toward the band edge has been largely achieved, and the uniform decay of the band up to 700 ps is dominated by Auger recombination. Remarkably, the structure over almost the entire spectrum resembles the first derivative (orange dotted-line) of the steady-state absorption 65 spectrum (green-dotted line), clearly pointing to a red-shift of the perovskite absorption spectrum due to the build-up of a substantial electric field across the perovskite layer. Once again, it should be emphasized that similar phenomena have been observed previously for semiconductor quantum dots 40 70 and at dye-sensitized ZnO and TiO 2 electrodes. 23, [41] [42] [43] 46 
Kinetic modeling of carrier dynamics for CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3
The carrier dynamics of semiconductors after photoexcitation with a femtosecond laser pulse are known to be exceptionally complex, because a variety of relaxation processes occur on overlapping timescales which comprise a wide range of time constants, from sub-100-fs to the nanosecond range. These include but are not limited to carrier-carrier scattering, carrier -optical phonon scattering, decay of acoustic phonons and 5 carrier recombination. 38 At the same time, presence of a nonequilibrium carrier distribution might induce transient red-or blue-shifts of spectral bands. 47 According to Shah, relaxation can be roughly divided into a coherent regime (≤ 200 fs), a non-thermal regime (≤ 2 ps), a hot-excitation regime (ca. 1-10 100 ps) and an isothermal regime (≥ 200 ps). 38 Here, we attempt to separate specific processes by identifying them on the basis of their characteristic spectral signatures:
(a) Cooling of hot charge carriers: In all PSCP spectra, we observed a characteristic band narrowing and steepening of 15 the band edge between 550 and 750 nm, see e.g. Fig. 3 and 5 . This high-energy side of the bleach feature corresponds to the exponential tail of the carrier distribution. It is therefore possible to extract time-dependent carrier temperatures using an approach previously applied to transient 20 photoluminescence spectra of semiconductors, such as InGaAs. 37, 38 To do so, the high energy tail of the bleach is fitted to an expression proportional to E 2 ·exp[-E/(k B ·T carrier )]. 37 Fit examples are shown in Fig. S3 (ESI). A Boltzmann-type tail is visible from 0.2-0.3 ps 25 onwards (see e.g. Fig. 3 and S3 ), suggesting that one enters the thermal regime where assignment of a quasi-temperature appears reasonable. Using this strategy, we are able to separate carrier cooling and carrier recombination processes. Recombination processes mainly reduce band amplitudes 30 (carrier concentrations), whereas the "tail fit" is only sensitive to the slope of the "blue edge" of the band, regardless of the band amplitude.
The resulting time-dependent carrier temperature is plotted in Fig. 6 , both on a linear and a logarithmic timescale. Blue 35 circles represent results for excitation at 500 nm (PSCP spectra in Fig. 3 ). Red circles are for excitation at 400 nm (PSCP spectra in Fig. 5 ). The data for λ pump = 500 nm show that the carriers possess a temperature of about 2000 K at 0.2 ps. We observe a fast decay of the carrier temperature within 40 the first two picoseconds and assign this to carrier -carrier and carrier -optical phonon scattering, in good agreement with what is known for other systems, such as e.g. graphene. 22 Afterwards, the temperature decays more slowly, entering the regime where the decay of optical into acoustic phonons 45 becomes important.
By 20 ps, an effective carrier temperature of 520 K is reached. The cooling on longer timescales is governed by slower decay via acoustic phonons, corresponding to the extended tail in the logarithmic representation (Fig. 6, inset) . 50 This also involves heat conduction to the TiO 2 scaffold and finally (on even longer timescales) to the glass/quartz substrate. 22 A temperature of 330 K is reached at 700 ps.
The experiments for λ pump = 400 nm show consistent behavior: The carrier temperature for λ pump = 400 nm at early 55 times (e.g. 1870 K at 1.0 ps) is 21% higher than for λ pump = 500 nm (1550 K at 1.0 ps), in satisfactory agreement with the 25% higher initial energy deposited by photoexcitation. The decay of T carrier shows a similar behavior: only the effective transient temperature is slightly higher, because of the higher 60 initial energy of the carriers. The longer carrier cooling proceeds the closer the two curves approach, as expected from simple theories of carrier cooling in semiconductors. 38 In Fig. 7 we show representative kinetic traces at the probe wavelengths 470 nm (blue), 575 nm (green) and 760 nm (red). 65 The panels (A) and (A') on the left side are for excitation at 500 nm, whereas the kinetics for excitation at 400 nm are shown on the right side in panels (B) and (B'). In panel (A'), we observe that the transients at 575 nm and 760 nm show a mirror-image-like rise and decay with the same temporal 70 behavior. A combined fit to the transients at both pump wavelengths provides time constants τ CC and τ COP of 0.2 ps
Fig. 6
Time-dependent carrier temperatures extracted from the Boltzmann tail of the carrier distributions seen in the PSCP experiments. (Blue circles) Excitation at 500 nm (PSCP spectra in Fig. 3 ). (Red circles) Excitation at 400 nm (PSCP spectra in Fig. 5 ). The inset shows the cooling process on a logarithmic timescale. Solid lines are fit results (see text). The dashed line corresponds to the initial carrier temperature of 296 K (thermal equilibrium). The bottom panels show magnifications of the transients in the corresponding upper panels at early times. and 2.6 ps for the initial dynamics. These time constants also describe the fast decay of the T carrier (t) curve in Fig. 6 very well. We therefore assign these processes to carrier cooling due to carrier-carrier and carrier -optical phonon scattering. It is noted that the simulations in Fig. 7 require another 5 component of τ CC < 80 fs (time-resolution-limited) which is the ultrafast relaxation process toward the band edge seen in the top panels of Fig. 3 and 5 . This must be the fastest part of carrier-carrier scattering in the coherent regime. At this time, it is not yet possible to assign a temperature to the carrier 10 distribution.
The decay of the T carrier (t) curve at longer times is well described by a time constant of τ AP = 50 ps and is assigned to the aforementioned slower cooling process via acoustic phonons. In fact, even at the longest times covered by the 15 PSCP experiments, the carrier temperature is still ca. 330 K.
Cooling down to the equilibrium temperature of 296 K will probably require a few more nanoseconds.
(b) Carrier recombination: Beside changes in its shape due to cooling, the bleach band at 740 nm also exhibits a 20 characteristic decay (see e.g. Fig. 3 and 4 ). As noted above, this is assigned to Auger recombination of electrons and holes. Kinetic analysis provides time constants of 9, 75 and 450 ps for describing this decay ( Fig. 7) . As expected, this process cannot be described by a single exponential, as it 25 crucially depends on the carrier density. At long times, the transients approach a constant level, suggesting that Auger recombination becomes inefficient.
Time constants from the kinetic analysis are summarized in Table 1 . There is considerable overlap of the timescales for 30 relaxation of acoustic phonons and Auger recombination which however can be still disentangled by the analysis provided above. The initial ultrafast dynamics involving carrier-carrier and carrier -optical phonon scattering are well separated from these slower processes. 35 
Photoinduced dynamics of PbI 2 on TiO 2
It was previously argued that lead iodide, formed by decomposition or thermal treatment, [48] [49] [50] may visibly contribute to the dynamics observed in pump-probe transient absorption spectra of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 . 14 In order to quantify 40 potential contributions to the spectral dynamics observed in our transient spectra for CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , we performed separate PSCP experiments for neat PbI 2 deposited on TiO 2 /glass. Results are shown in Fig. 8 for a pump wavelength of 495 nm which is located on the band edge of the PbI 2 steady-state 45 absorption spectrum (compare the green dotted line in the bottom panel). Therefore, carriers are generated with virtually no excess energy in the CB and, in contrast to the perovskite dynamics discussed above, there should be no carrier cooling visible. 50 Around t = 0 (top panel), we observe the build-up of a strong negative feature at 500 nm and an absorption band at 450 nm. We assign the bleach feature to band-filling, superimposed by stimulated emission. 51 The absorption feature could possibly arise from a carrier-induced red-shift of 55 the absorption band (compare the first derivative of the steady-state absorption spectrum shown as a dotted orange line in the bottom panel) or from absorption of carriers in the CB, which might be also responsible for the long absorption tail visible in the range 570-770 nm. In addition, very weak 60 oscillatory structure appears instantaneously above 520 nm (see the insets). It arises from the change in refractive index of PbI 2 due to charge carrier generation. A similar oscillatory structure was observed by us previously for dye-sensitized mesoporous ZnO thin films upon ultrafast photoinduced 65 electron injection modifying the refractive index of ZnO. 23 In that case, the modulation width of the oscillations was narrower because of the larger thickness (2 µm) of the thin film. Similar interference structures were also found previously for neat ZnO surfaces when electrons were generated in the CB either optically or electrochemically. 52, 53 The visibility of such oscillations largely depends on the effective carrier mass of the specific semiconductor 5 material. 41 In the second panel, the dynamics up to 70 ps are shown. The bleach/SE features decay with time constants of 0.16 and 6.5 ps at 498 nm. The decay can be ascribed to the recombination of free charge carriers, and this interpretation 10 is consistent with the disappearance of the weak oscillatory structure above 570 nm (inset). At the same time, an absorption shoulder appears around 520 nm. By 70 ps, its amplitude is larger than that of the remaining bleach. This feature might arise from lattice heating inducing a red-shift of 15 the absorption spectrum, 22, 54 superimposed by bleach/SE of remaining longer-lived electron / hole pairs which will recombine on longer timescales.
In the bottom panel the development up to 900 ps is shown. The spectra as a whole appear to experience a reduction of 20 ∆OD values with time. The effect is possibly due to cooling of acoustic phonons (heat transfer). Two time constants are found, one of ca. 30 ps and another one estimated to be > 1000 ps (beyond the time range of our PSCP setup) which likely describe this process. 25 Of particular relevance for the current study, a comparison with the PSCP data for CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 in Fig. 3 and 5 underlines that there are no visible contributions of PbI 2 features in those transient spectra: There is no sharp bleach centered at 500 nm, and instead the broad spectral features of the perovskite in this 30 region can be understood in terms of the bleached transition from the VB to higher-lying CBs which are located in this spectral range. 35 
Conclusions
Ultrafast broadband transient absorption experiments provided 35 a comprehensive picture regarding the photoinduced dynamics of the perovskite CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 deposited on TiO 2 scaffolds. We identified ultrafast carrier cooling processes and determined transient carrier temperatures after excitation with different excess energies above the band gap. Carrier-carrier 40 and carrier -optical phonon scattering processes are ultrafast with time constants of < 0.08, 0.2 and 2.6 ps, characterizing the transition from the coherent / non-thermal regimes to the hot-excitation regime. 38 In addition, a pronounced sub-bandgap absorption was identified for wavelengths above 750 nm 45 on this very early timescale.
On longer timescales, the decay of acoustic phonons (τ AP = 50 ps) and Auger recombination (τ AR = 9, 75 and 450 ps) were clearly identified. After 700 ps, thermal equilibrium was not yet reached, with an excess carrier temperature of ca. 30 K. In 50 addition, a substantial Stokes shift was found between the position of the bleach feature (band-filling) and the steadystate photoluminescence band.
Derivative-type absorption features in the transient spectra observed from energies slightly above the band gap into the 55 UV region can be explained by a red-shift of the perovskite absorption spectrum which most likely arises from a transient Stark effect. This suggests ultrafast formation of mobile separated electrons and holes generating a substantial local electric field across the thin film. Additional contributions to 60 the red-shift of the spectrum might also arise from lattice heating 22, 44 of the perovskite, but this needs to be quantified in future experiments. Finally, in contrast to previous studies, 14 we cannot find any clear spectral signatures from lead iodide in the transient optical response of the perovskite, as shown 65 by a comparison with the dynamics of PbI 2 on TiO 2 /glass.
